1.. Introduction   {#sec1}
==================

Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and neutron diffraction (ND) are powerful techniques to quantitatively investigate microstructures in steels. SANS characterizes precipitates and inclusions (Große *et al.*, 2000[@bb18]; Ohnuma *et al.*, 2009[@bb16]; Seong *et al.*, 2010[@bb23]), while ND provides information about the crystal structure of the steel matrix (Harjo *et al.*, 2001[@bb9]; Tomota *et al.*, 2003[@bb26]). A new measurement technique that utilizes SANS and ND simultaneously has been recently developed using new-generation pulsed neutron sources such as SNS and J-PARC (Oba *et al.*, 2015[@bb15]). In the technique presented here, Bragg edge transmission analysis was combined with SANS instead of ND to overcome problems associated with the difference in experimental settings between SANS and ND. Since the Bragg edge transmission is observed as the decrease in neutron transmission due to Bragg diffraction, it provides identical information to ND (Sato *et al.*, 2011[@bb21]). Bragg edge transmission analysis needs only the neutron transmission spectrum, which can be simply measured using a transmission monitor placed just after the sample. In using time-of-flight SANS (TOF-SANS), the transmission spectra are always measured during general experimental procedures (Heenan *et al.*, 1997[@bb10]). Therefore, using pulsed neutron sources, SANS measurements can be smoothly extended to simultaneous measurement of SANS and Bragg edge transmission.

In conventional Bragg edge transmission analyses, magnetic scattering contributions have been ignored. However, since most steels are ferromagnetic and generate significant magnetic scattering, the magnetic scattering contribution should be considered. The information obtained from magnetic scattering is meaningful in analysis of magnetic structures. In addition, combined analysis of nuclear scattering and magnetic scattering contributions can give more detailed structural information. Therefore, magnetic scattering in the simultaneous measurement of SANS and Bragg edge transmission was investigated in this study.

2.. Magnetic scattering in Bragg edge transmission from steel   {#sec2}
===============================================================

The neutron attenuation coefficient μ(λ) of matter at the neutron wavelength λ is expressed as follows (Sato *et al.*, 2011[@bb21]):where μ~e,c~(λ), μ~e,i~(λ), μ~i,c~(λ), μ~i,i~(λ) and μ~abs~(λ) represent contributions due to elastic coherent scattering, elastic incoherent scattering, inelastic coherent scattering, inelastic incoherent scattering and absorption, respectively. The term μ~e,c~(λ) gives the Bragg edge transmission. The contributions of the other terms are not significant between λ = 0.2 and 0.4 nm and can be calculated from the chemical composition (Granada, 1984[@bb7]; Sato *et al.*, 2011[@bb21]).

From neutron diffraction theory, μ~e,c~(λ) can be described as follows:where *V* ~0~, *F~hkl~* and *d~hkl~* are the unit-cell volume, crystal structure factor and lattice spacing of {*hkl*}, respectively. The functions *R~hkl~*(λ, *d~hkl~*), *P~hkl~*(λ, *d~hkl~*) and *E~hkl~*(λ, *d~hkl~*) are the resolution function, preferred orientation function and primary extinction function, respectively. The effect of the crystallite size is included in *E~hkl~*(λ, *d~hkl~*) and is apparent in the jump height of the Bragg edge transmission (Sato *et al.*, 2011[@bb21]). The function *P~hkl~*(λ, *d~hkl~*) indicates the crystallographic texture of the matrix and mainly affects the shape of each Bragg edge transmission (Sato *et al.*, 2011[@bb21]).

To include the magnetic crystal structure factor *F* ~m~, equation (2)[](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be modified to include the summation of the nuclear and magnetic scattering contributions (Squires, 1996[@bb24]). In ferromagnetic materials, there is no difference in *V* ~0~, *d~hkl~*, *R~hkl~*(λ, *d~hkl~*) and *P~hkl~*(λ, *d~hkl~*) between the nuclear and magnetic scattering contributions. In general, unsaturated magnetization causes magnetic domains with domain sizes different from the crystallite sizes; however, in the present study, since the magnetization of the samples is fully saturated in a high magnetic field (SANS setting), the possible effects of magnetic domains can be ignored. Consequently, the value of *E~hkl~*(λ, *d~hkl~*) is unchanged and it is only necessary to consider the changes in *F~hkl~*. As a result, magnetic scattering is dealt with by substitution for *F~hkl~* using the following equation:where *F* ~n~ is the nuclear crystal structure factor. A detailed explanation of the calculation of *F* ~m~ is provided by Squires (1996[@bb24]). The factor *F* ~m~ is dependent on the magnitude and the orientation of the vector magnetization **m** with respect to the unit scattering vector **q**. Fig. 1[▸](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the relationship of **m**, **q** and the direction of the incident neutrons **k** ~i~. The sample is located at the origin, the magnetization is aligned along the *z* axis and the incident neutrons pass along the *x* axis. The value of \|*F* ~m~\|^2^ is then proportional to the component \|**m** ~perp~\|^2^ given bywhere χ is the angle between **m** and **q**. The value *m* is the magnitude of the magnetization. In Fig. 1[▸](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, half the scattering angle θ coincides with the angle between **q** and the *yz* plane. In the Bragg edge transmission spectra, the angle of **q** varies from θ = 0 to π/2 as λ becomes longer according to Bragg's law (λ = 2*d~hkl~*sinθ). Bragg edge transmission analysis includes the orientation average of the diffraction with the azimuth angle φ in the *yz* plane. Using θ and φ, χ is written asThen, \|**m** ~perp~\|^2^ in the SANS setting is described as follows:Equation (6)[](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"} indicates that \|**m** ~perp~\|^2^ in the Bragg edge transmission is represented by a function of θ in the SANS setting. According to equation (6)[](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the magnetic scattering is proportional to *m* ^2^/2 at θ = 0 and *m* ^2^ at θ = π/2.

*F* ~m~ is also proportional to the magnetic form factor, which is a function of (sinθ)/λ (Squires, 1996[@bb24]; Brown, 2003[@bb3]). In each Bragg edge transmission corresponding to {*hkl*} diffraction, the magnetic form factor shows no wavelength dependency since Bragg's law indicates that (sinθ)/λ is always a constant equal to 1/2*d~hkl~*.

Fig. 2[▸](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows μ(λ) simulated for body-centered cubic (b.c.c.) Fe with and without *F* ~m~. It is assumed that the sample has no crystallographic texture, the crystallite size is 1 µm and the magnetization is 2.2 µ~B~ per atom. The jump heights of the Bragg edge transmission with *F* ~m~ are significantly higher than those when only nuclear scattering was considered. This feature is similar to the effect of the change in the crystallite size (Sato *et al.*, 2011[@bb21]). When the crystallite becomes large, the probability of primary extinction (multiple Bragg scattering) increases; thus the intensity of the Bragg edge transmission decreases (Sabine *et al.*, 1988[@bb20]). If *F* ~m~ is ignored in the curve fitting analysis using equation (2)[](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, a higher intensity of *F* ~n~ is required to explain the height of the obtained Bragg edge transmission. Such higher intensity of *F* ~n~ leads to underestimation of the crystallite size. In addition, since *F* ~m~ shows θ dependence, the λ dependence of μ(λ) is affected by *F* ~m~ because Bragg's law shows that θ is related to λ. This could influence the analysis of *P~hkl~*(λ, *d~hkl~*). Thereby, if *F* ~m~ is not considered, inaccurate information about the crystallographic texture is possibly obtained.

3.. Experimental   {#sec3}
==================

To experimentally investigate the effect of the magnetic scattering contribution, Fe--2 mass% Cu alloy (Cu steel) was chosen as a model steel. Since Cu steel is one of the simplest types of steel, it is frequently used in various investigations. However, the detailed precipitation process of Cu in Fe is still controversial because the morphology of Cu in Fe is highly sensitive to heat treatment conditions. One of the most important issues is concentration of Fe in the Cu precipitates. Several experimental and theoretical studies show that b.c.c. Cu can contain Fe (Goodman *et al.*, 1973[@bb6]; Worrall *et al.*, 1987[@bb28]; Zhang *et al.*, 2004[@bb29]). It is also argued that the precipitates can consist of several phases with different chemical compositions (Miller *et al.*, 2003[@bb13]). Further investigation is required to clarify the precipitation process of Cu.

To form nanometre-sized Cu precipitates, the sample was aged at 873 K for 600 s. The crystal structure of the matrix was ferrite. The magnetization of the sample was estimated to be 190 e.m.u. g^−1^ (1 e.m.u. g^−1^ = 1 A m^2^ kg^−1^) using a superconducting quantum interference device magnetometer at the CROSS-Tokai user laboratory. This is a factor of 0.9 compared with that of pure Fe and similar to what has been reported previously (Osamura *et al.*, 1993[@bb17]). In the present study, this value was used to calculate the magnetic scattering intensity.

The SANS and Bragg edge transmission measurements were conducted using the small- and wide-angle neutron scattering instrument BL15 TAIKAN installed at the pulsed neutron source of J-PARC (Takata *et al.*, 2015[@bb25]). Neutrons with a wavelength between 0.2 and 0.76 nm were used. The thickness of the sample was 1.47 mm. A magnetic field of 1 T, which is enough to saturate the magnetization of general steels, was applied using an electromagnet to separate the magnetic scattering from the nuclear scattering in SANS. Only SANS data with λ longer than 0.42 nm were converted to SANS profiles to avoid contamination by multiple Bragg diffraction. For Bragg edge transmission analysis, transmission data with λ between 0.2 and 0.55 nm were used. The Bragg edge transmissions of b.c.c. Fe {110}, {200} and {211} are included in this range. To normalize the transmission spectra with the sample volume, the transmission spectra were converted into the attenuation coefficient on the basis of the Beer--Lambert law (Oba *et al.*, 2015[@bb15]). To cover a wide *q* range, the SANS measurements were performed also at the SANS instrument QUOKKA installed at the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (Gilbert *et al.*, 2006[@bb5]). Here, *q* is the magnitude of the scattering vector and is equal to (4π/λ)sinθ.

The SANS intensities were normalized by the sample thickness. They were also converted into absolute units using the glassy carbon standard (Zhang *et al.*, 2010[@bb30]) at TAIKAN and using attenuated direct beam transmission measurements at QUOKKA. To extract the scattering of only the Cu precipitates, scattering of a non-aged sample was subtracted as a background from that of the aged sample.

4.. Results and discussion   {#sec4}
============================

4.1.. Bragg edge transmission spectra   {#sec4.1}
---------------------------------------

Fig. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the linear attenuation coefficient spectrum of the Cu steel. The spectrum shows clear jumps at wavelengths corresponding to the calculated Bragg edge transmission for b.c.c. Fe. The Bragg edge transmission of face-centered cubic (f.c.c.) Cu was not apparent within experimental error and no other Bragg edge transmission features were observed. Although there was a hump around λ = 0.36 nm, which corresponds to the jump by Cu {200} diffraction, the Bragg edge transmissions derived from the other lattice planes, such as {111}, were not detected. It is therefore concluded that the hump can be attributed to the texture of b.c.c. Fe and, within the experimental error, f.c.c. Cu was not observed.

Curves fitted using equation (1)[](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, both with and without *F* ~m~, are shown in Fig. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. In the present study, the lattice parameters were fixed as the values of b.c.c. Fe. The correction using the resolution function was not considered because it only affects the accurate evaluation of the lattice parameters. Both the fitted curves were in agreement with the experimental spectra; the fitted curve with *F* ~m~ is seen to almost overlap that without *F* ~m~.

In contrast, the crystallite sizes evaluated with and without *F* ~m~ were 1.7 ± 0.1 and 1.0 ± 0.2 µm, respectively. The crystallite size obtained with *F* ~m~ was significantly larger than that without *F* ~m~. The difference corresponds to underestimation of the crystallite size caused by the overestimation of *F* ~n~. Since the Bragg edge transmission is particularly sensitive to crystallite size in the range of 1--10 µm, these results represent an important outcome of this study (Sato *et al.*, 2011[@bb21]).

The *R* factors, indicating the degree of crystallographic texture (Larson & Von Dreele, 1994[@bb11]; Sato *et al.*, 2011[@bb21]), were estimated to be 0.55 ± 0.02, both with and without *F* ~m~. This demonstrates that the effect of magnetic scattering on *P~hkl~*(λ, *d~hkl~*) was negligible. Although the λ dependence of the magnetic scattering can affect the fit to *P~hkl~*(λ, *d~hkl~*), the variation caused by magnetic scattering is small. Furthermore, since more than one Bragg edge transmission was overlapped when λ was shorter than 0.29 nm, this subtle λ dependence can be obscured.

4.2.. SANS profiles   {#sec4.2}
---------------------

Fig. 4[▸](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the SANS profiles corresponding to the Bragg edge transmission spectrum in Fig. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Both the magnetic *I* ~m~(*q*) and nuclear scattering contribution *I* ~n~(*q*) exhibit a clear shoulder, reflecting the size of the precipitates formed. The magnetic scattering profile has a gentle peak around *q* = 0.3 nm^−1^. This is attributed to the structure factor of SANS, *i.e.* the interparticle interference between the nanoparticles (Pedersen, 1994[@bb18]); however, the peak is not observed in *I* ~n~(*q*). A difference in *q* dependence between *I* ~n~(*q*) and *I* ~m~(*q*) in Cu steels was also observed in previous studies (Osamura *et al.*, 1993[@bb17]; Miller *et al.*, 2003[@bb13]). This is indicative of precipitates with different scattering contrasts Δρ in the sample (Große *et al.*, 2000[@bb8]; Seong *et al.*, 2010[@bb23]); the peak observed in *I* ~m~(*q*) was probably hidden in the scattering of the other precipitates in *I* ~n~(*q*) because of the difference in Δρ between nuclear and magnetic scattering contributions.

To analyze the size distribution of the precipitates, curve fitting analysis was performed. The multi-phase precipitates were approximated by spherical nanoparticles with two logarithmic normal size distributions. For the structure factor of SANS, a local monodisperse approximation was used (Pedersen, 1994[@bb18]). In this condition, the scattering intensity *I~k~*(*q*) is given bywhere *d* ~N~ and *r* are the number density and radius of the precipitates, respectively. The subscript *k* = m or n denotes the magnetic or nuclear scattering contributions. The subscript *i* = S or L represents the phase of the small or large precipitates. The functions *F*(*q*, *r*), *N*(*r*) and *S*(*q*, *r*) are the form factor and size distribution function of precipitates, and the structure factor of the spatial distribution of precipitates, respectively. *F*(*q*, *r*) is described asFor *S*(*q*, *r*), the Percus--Yevick approximation with a hard-sphere potential was used (Pedersen, 1997[@bb19]). Both *I* ~m~(*q*) and *I* ~n~(*q*) were fitted simultaneously. The upturn of the coarse microstructures at low *q* was approximated by *q* ^−4^. The resultant curves describe both *I* ~m~(*q*) and *I* ~n~(*q*) well (Fig. 4[▸](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and the results of the curve fitting analysis are summarized in Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}.

The average diameters *D* ~S~ and *D* ~L~ were 4.54 and 16.1 nm for phases S and L, respectively. The size *D* ~S~ was similar to the diameter reported in a previous study (Geuser & Deschamps, 2012[@bb4]), whereas *D* ~L~ is larger than that reported in the previous study. This indicates that phase L has very low visibility for neutron scattering because it was present in a much smaller amount than phase S. In individual *I* ~n~(*q*) and *I* ~m~(*q*) values, there was no significant feature of phase L such as a shoulder or a peak. Nevertheless, the difference between *I* ~n~(*q*) and *I* ~m~(*q*) is evidence for the presence of phase L.

The phases of the precipitates were subsequently determined from the results of the curve fitting. The values of Δρ~n~ reflect the mass densities and chemical compositions of the precipitates, while those of Δρ~m~ are correlated with the mass densities and magnetizations (Wiedenmann, 2000[@bb27]; Michels, 2014[@bb12]). Although these values are useful to characterize the phases of the precipitates, a usual SANS analysis gives only the product of (Δρ)^2^ and *d* ~N~. However, by taking the ratio of the results fitted to *I* ~m~(*q*) and *I* ~n~(*q*), *d* ~N~ can be eliminated and the ratio *A* = Δρ~m~ ^2^/Δρ~n~ ^2^ is obtained (Osamura *et al.*, 1993[@bb17]; Große *et al.*, 2000[@bb8]; Seong *et al.*, 2010[@bb23]). The values of *A* reflect the phases of the precipitates independently of the number density. The experimental values of *A* ~S~ = 9.5 and *A* ~L~ = 4.6 were evaluated for phases S and L, respectively (Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}).

To determine the phase of the precipitates, *A* was also calculated from reference values (Ackland *et al.*, 1997[@bb1]). The crystal structure of Cu in Fe is known to transform from b.c.c. to f.c.c. as the size increases (Monzen *et al.*, 2000[@bb14]). During the transformation, hexagonal 9R and 3R structures are also formed. Although these hexagonal structures are basically close-packed ones, they can contain elastic strain and vacancies, which decrease the mass density (Monzen *et al.*, 2000[@bb14]; Blackstock & Ackland, 2001[@bb2]). Though crystallographic symmetry does not directly affect Δρ, when the crystal structures of the precipitates change, the mass densities also change. Therefore, the mass density dependence of *A* was calculated rather than the crystal structure dependence (Fig. 5[▸](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The mass densities of the b.c.c. and f.c.c. structures are 8.1 and 8.9 g cm^−3^, respectively (Ackland *et al.*, 1997[@bb1]). The corresponding values of *A* ~b.c.c.~ = 4.6 and *A* ~f.c.c.~ = 8.9 were calculated for the b.c.c. and f.c.c. Cu; these values are close to our experimental results *A* ~L~ and *A* ~S~. However, the size of phase S is smaller than that of phase L, whereas many previous studies have confirmed that the b.c.c. Cu precipitates are smaller than the f.c.c. Cu precipitates (Osamura *et al.*, 1993[@bb17]; Monzen *et al.*, 2000[@bb14]; Blackstock & Ackland, 2001[@bb2]). As a result, the possibility that mixing of Fe in the precipitates had occurred was considered; indeed, several researchers have pointed out that the b.c.c. Cu precipitates can contain Fe (Goodman *et al.*, 1973[@bb6]; Worrall *et al.*, 1987[@bb28]; Zhang *et al.*, 2004[@bb29]).

Fig. 6[▸](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the calculated values of *A* as a function of the Cu content *X* in the b.c.c. Cu*~X~*Fe~1−*X*~ alloy based on previous SANS studies (Osamura *et al.*, 1993[@bb17]; Miller *et al.*, 2003[@bb13]). By comparing the experimental and calculated values, phase S was determined to be Cu~0.7~Fe~0.3~. Previous studies have reported that *X* changes approximately between 0.5 and 1 in Cu steel (Goodman *et al.*, 1973[@bb6]; Worrall *et al.*, 1987[@bb28]). In addition, Miller *et al.* (2003[@bb13]) showed two possibilities for *X*: *X* = 0.98, 2% vacancies and no Fe, or *X* = 0.72, 8% vacancies and 20% Fe. The current value of *X* = 0.7 is therefore comparable to that of previous studies; the variation in *X* between these studies is probably caused by differences in the aging conditions.

On the other hand, the experimental value of *A* ~L~ matched the calculated value of *A* ~b.c.c.~. However, according to the previous studies, the b.c.c. to 9R transformation occurs when the precipitate size is between 4 and 12 nm (Monzen *et al.*, 2000[@bb14]). The average diameter *D* ~L~ was larger than this reported critical size. Phase L is therefore likely to be the 9R structure with elastic strain and vacancies, the latter resulting in a decrease in the mass density. It is noted that the SANS results cannot distinguish between b.c.c. and strained 9R structures if the mass density is the same.

Consequently, the transformation mechanism of Cu precipitates can be summarized as follows. With the aging of Cu steel, b.c.c. Cu--Fe is first precipitated. With increasing size, Fe in the precipitates moves to the matrix leaving elastic strain and vacancies. During this precipitation process, the crystal structure probably transforms from b.c.c. to 9R.

5.. Conclusion   {#sec5}
================

The magnetic scattering contribution to simultaneous SANS and Bragg edge transmission measurements has been investigated and applied to Cu steel. The expression for the magnetic scattering contribution to Bragg edge transmission has also been outlined. In the Bragg edge transmission analysis, the crystallite size determined by including the magnetic scattering contribution was larger than that conventionally reported in its absence. This indicates that the magnetic scattering contribution has to be considered to perform an accurate evaluation of the crystallite size. In the SANS analysis, comparison of the magnetic and nuclear scattering contributions allowed the chemical composition of the precipitates to be determined. The nanoparticles were composed of b.c.c. Fe--Cu and pure Cu. The crystal structure of the pure Cu precipitates is proposed to have the 9R structure with elastic strain and vacancies.

This article will form part of a virtual special issue of the journal, presenting some highlights of the 16th International Conference on Small-Angle Scattering (SAS2015).
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![Coordinate system showing the relationship between the vector magnetization **m** and the unit scattering vector **q**. The vector **k** ~i~ denotes the direction of the incident neutrons.](j-49-01659-fig1){#fig1}

![Simulated linear attenuation coefficient spectra of b.c.c. Fe. The solid and dotted curves are μ(λ) with *F* ~m~ and without *F* ~m~. *F* ~m~ causes larger attenuation for the same crystallite size.](j-49-01659-fig2){#fig2}

![Linear attenuation coefficient spectra of the Cu steel. Vertical broken lines show the position of b.c.c. Fe Bragg edge transmissions. The dotted and solid curves are fitted curves with and without *F* ~m~.](j-49-01659-fig3){#fig3}

![SANS profiles of the Cu steel. Open circles and grey diamonds are *I* ~n~(*q*) and *I* ~m~(*q*), respectively. Solid curves are the results of curve fitting.](j-49-01659-fig4){#fig4}

![Mass density dependence of the ratio *A*. The mass densities of the b.c.c. and f.c.c. Cu are 8.1 and 8.9 g cm^−3^.](j-49-01659-fig5){#fig5}

![Chemical composition dependence of *A. X* is the Cu content in the b.c.c. Cu*~X~*Fe~1−*X*~.](j-49-01659-fig6){#fig6}

###### Average diameter *D* and ratio *A* of magnetic to nuclear scattering evaluated from curve fitting

  Phase     *D* (nm)      *A*
  --------- ------------- -------------
  Phase S   4.54 ± 0.02   9.51 ± 0.04
  Phase L   16.1 ± 0.6    4.6 ± 0.3
